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Abstract
A Nexus for Remodeling Cities through Community Resiliency and Sustainable Smart Systems is predicated on
three pillars: Assessment (diagnosis), Prediction (prognosis), and Rehabilitation (management). Applications
include ageing steel or concrete coastal infrastructures and railways, self-healing roads, green-building designs or
recyclable building materials/adhesives, and establishing centralized education and health facilities for sustainable
communities.
At its core, new multi-functional self-diagnosing/self-healing materials and health monitoring strategies are
developed. Formulated on chemical-materials-structural solutions, by elucidating nanoscale changes of adaptable
interfacial polymeric chemistries of dynamic covalent interfacial epoxy-polyurea matrices, molecular vibrational
properties of thin DC-IEPM “skins” are dialed-in and linked to tailorable bulk properties. By embedding selfdiagnosing/self-healing, thermal or mechanical resiliency, and energy harvest capability, large-scale structures
become durable against environmental agents (ageing, marine-salt, or environmental pollutants) and resilient
against natural (earthquakes, hurricanes, tornados, flooding) and anthropogenic hazards (ballistics, blast loads).
The assessment and management pillars include “MRI” non-destructive evaluation through optimal radio
inductive frequency testing (RFIT). RFIT evaluates the bond strength and overall health of DC-IEPM-skinstructures using low-frequency resonant magnetic fields, facilitating discrete measurement of deep sub-surface
structural damage or moisture changes. Penetration depth and resolution may be enhanced using certain
metamaterials.
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